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Apart from energy consumption, there are the 
important issues of light trespass and light 
pollution, which cause distraction, obscure stars 
in the night sky, and, like any other form 
of pollution, disrupt ecosystems and cause 
adverse health effects for humans and wildlife 
alike. Light trespass1 is measured in two ways: 
luminance or illuminance.  Luminance 
(measured in nits2) quantifies surface 
brightness, or the amount of light an object 
gives off. Illuminance (measured in 
footcandles3) quantifies that amount of light 
which falls onto an object. 

This sign (above) gives off light.   
Its Luminance is measured in nits. 

 
 
 
By either measure, digital signage can create 
significant problems. “During daylight, an unlit 
static billboard will have a brightness which 
“fits in” with its surroundings; it will not cause 
excessive distraction because of excessive 
luminance” (Carhart, 2010, p.4).  But, to capture 
drivers’ attention, digital signs must be set to 
very high luminance levels, as they are 
essentially competing with the sun, which has a 
luminance level of 6,500 nits.  If this extreme 
brightness is not modulated to fit nighttime 
conditions, we face issues including very high 
energy consumption during the day, light 
pollution in the evening, and potential driver 
distraction at all times.  The OAAA (Outdoor 
Advertising Association of America) has 
guidelines to address brightness limits, but they 
are not mandated. 

This sign (above) is being lit by a light source. 
Its Illuminance is measured in footcandles. 

 

                                                 
1 Light trespass occurs when unwanted light enters one's property, for instance, by shining over a neighbor's fence. A 
common light trespass problem occurs when a strong light enters the window of one's home from the outside 
2 Nit—term used to describe a metric unit of luminance.  It it is defined as candela per square meter (cd/m2).  The unit 
is based on the candela, the modern metric unit of luminous intensity; and the square meter. 
3 Footcandle – Unit of light density incident on a plane (assumed to be horizontal unless otherwise specified), and 
measurable with an illuminance meter, a.k.a. light meter.   



 
Limiting Sign Brightness 
Proposed limits on sign brightness have caused much debate.  Research provided by the 
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) states that drivers should be 
subjected to points of brightness no greater than 40 times the average brightness level of 
their general surroundings; this proportion is known as the contrast ratio.  “As roadway 
lighting and automobile headlights provide ambient nighttime lighting levels of about one 
nit, this implies signage should appear no brighter than about 40 nits” (Luginbuhl, 2010, 
p.1).  Surprisingly, the IESNA’s own recommendations for signage luminance suggest 
limits between 250-1400 nits---greatly exceeding their stated maximum contrast ratio of 
40:1.  

The OAAA, has deemed 300-350 nits an acceptable level of night brightness. However, 
their guidance is based on the use of the IEEE standard for light trespass (IESNA-TM-11-
00), when, for reasons of traffic safety and glare in drivers’ eyes, it should have been 
based on IEEE’s standard for roadway sign lighting (IESNA RP-19-01).  
Traditionally floodlit static billboards rarely exceed 100 nits; experts on both driver 
distraction and light pollution recommended that, as a means of compromise, the new 
technologies should not exceed this value.  In many areas, including Philadelphia, 
brightness levels are currently unregulated, and many manufacturers publicize their 
signs’ capabilities to reach up to 11,000 nits. 
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Digital signage advocates mention the horizontal louvers4 included in many billboards as 
an effective measure to prevent light pollution. In reality, these louver systems were 
designed primarily to shade each diode from sunlight (thus increasing their prominence), 
not to limit nighttime glow.5  As Luginbuhl states in "Lighting and Astronomy," 
horizontal light (that which is emitted between 0° and roughly ±20°, and not restricted by 
horizontal louvers) contributes even more to skyglow than light emitted at higher angles. 
The effects of lower-angle lighting----such as that used to captivate approaching drivers--
- are visible over a much broader area (Carhart, 2010).   
 
A better option is to simply operate signs at less than maximum brightness.  Not 
surprisingly, sign brightness and energy usage are directly related; beyond reducing light 
pollution and distraction, lowering luminance reduces total power consumption.  One 
manufacturer experimented with running their digital displays at half-brightness; they 
were able to reduce power usage by nearly 40%, while maintaining full sign readability 
(Noventri, see in chart).  Another option for reducing unnecessary brightness (and thus 
power usage) is to equip signs with sensors which automatically lower light output in 
accordance with atmospheric conditions.  For example, sign brightness would 
mechanically be dimmed during dusk, early morning hours, or during cloudy or overcast 
weather.  Again, OAAA does have guidelines for dimming, but they are not mandatory. 
 
 

                                                 
4 A louver is a slat that is angled to keep out rain, direct sunshine, etc. The angle of the slats may be 
adjustable or fixed. 
5Retrieved from http://www.optec.com 
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